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Abstract Through modern driver assistant systems,

algorithmic decisions already have a significant impact

on the behavior of vehicles in everyday traffic. This will

become even more prominent in the near future con-

sidering the development of autonomous driving func-

tionality. The need to consider ethical principles in the

design of such systems is generally acknowledged. How-

ever, scope, principles and strategies for their imple-

mentations are not yet clear. Most of the current discus-

sions concentrate on situations of unavoidable crashes

in which the life of human beings is existentially af-

fected. In this paper, we argue that ethical consider-

ations should be mandatory for any algorithmic de-

cision of autonomous vehicles, instead of a limitation

to hazard situations. Such an ethically aligned behav-

ior is relevant because autonomous vehicles, like any
other traffic participants, operate in a shared public

space, where every behavioral decision impacts the op-

erational possibilities of others. These possibilities con-

cern the fulfillment of a road-user’s safety, utility and

comfort needs. We propose that, to operate ethically in

such space, an autonomous vehicle will have to take its

behavior decisions according to a just distribution of

operational possibilities among all traffic participants.

Using an application on a partially-autonomous proto-

type vehicle, we describe how to apply and implement

concepts of distributive justice to the driving environ-

ment and demonstrate the impact on its behavior in

comparison to an advanced but egoistic decision maker.
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1 Introduction

Ethical concepts for the design of autonomous decision-

making systems, in particular in the area of self-driving

cars, have become a flourishing research topic. Having

fully autonomous vehicles on public roads is considered

a realistic scenario in the nearby future, as indicated

by intense work in this field, including real-world fleet

testing done in the US, China and recent plans for Eu-

rope.1

Researchers from different disciplines, including

computer science, law, philosophy, and neuroscience

have published their concepts, ideas or concerns on im-

plementing ethics for autonomous decision systems (see

Sec. 2 for references). Indeed, it is to be expected, that

the challenges can not be tackled sufficiently from a sin-

gle point of expertise. It is mandatory to mutually ex-

ercise a substantial ethical discussion and at the same

time consider the existing and future technical capa-

bilities in sensing and traffic scene interpretation. We

contribute towards this by providing an ethical discus-

sion on distributive justice for the road environment to-

gether with an implementation of the concepts within

a semi-autonomous highway driving application.

In our approach, we argue for the relevance of an

ethically aligned behavior of autonomous vehicles be-

yond hazard scenarios. In recent years, many authors

1 See for example Waymo’s self-driving cars (Waymo
(2017)) or Volvo’s Drive Me plans for alpha-testing with
real families (https://www.volvocars.com/intl/about/our-
innovation-brands/intellisafe/autonomous-driving/drive-
me).
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have done important work to show that ethical consid-

erations are relevant for designing autonomous vehicles

(Goodall (2014a), Goodall (2014b), Lin (2015)). Most

existing work focuses on situations in which a serious,

life-threatening crash is unavoidable. The relevance for

extending ethics to general non-hazardous driving can

be justified by the fact that life-threatening situations

do not exist in isolation. In fact most driving behavior

decisions are taken within a shared operational space

which means that traffic participants act to serve their

utility, comfort and safety needs but at the same time

their behavior reshapes the operational space of others

– which includes an impact on the others’ chance to get

into a hazardous situation.

We discuss in the paper how autonomous vehicles

should be designed to respond to the ethical significance

of decisions they will have to make in traffic. Further-

more, we think the decision rules which align the behav-

ior of autonomous cars should be specified with respect

to concepts of distributive justice. Applying distribu-

tive justice as behavior principle is presumed to lead

to decisions which result in a fair allocation of driving

opportunities between all traffic participants.

In the paper, we first discuss concepts of justice,

originally targeting the institutional distribution of so-

cial goods (see Sec. 4). Subsequently, we map the gen-

eral principle of distributed justice onto an ethical for-

mulation for algorithmic decision-making in traffic sit-

uations (see Sec. 5). We also consider in more depth,

why applied distributive justice should be taken care of

in designing general autonomous driving systems. The

effects of the concept on real world decision systems

will be illustrated through an implementation in a pro-

totypical application for autonomous longitudinal and

lateral autonomous highway driving (see Sec. 6). It is

investigated how the vehicle would decide based on the

justice principle as compared to a more common con-

cept that prioritizes the vehicles and therefor the pas-

sengers self-interest (see. Sec. 7). We will end the paper

with a discussion of the results and a conclusion (see

Sec. 8).

2 Related Work

Within the last years researchers from different dis-

ciplines have approached the ethical challenges of fu-

ture self-driving scenarios. With self-driving cars, ad-

vanced machine learning systems which are commonly

named as artificial intelligence technologies will visibly

enter the public space where every citizen will be af-

fected. Besides the discussion of ethical principles for

implementation, questions concerning the responsibil-

ity of drivers and manufacturers are discussed (Hevelke

and Nida-Rümelin (2015), Coeckelbergh (2016), Charisi

et al (2017)). The literature on responsibility will be

relevant in Sec. 5.

Most researchers have approached the ethics of au-

tonomous vehicles with respect to situations of un-

avoidable crashes. Goodall says that the goal for imple-

menting ethics into autonomous vehicles is to find the

“best way to crash” (Goodall (2014a), p. 60). Similarly

Nyholm and Smids speak about “accident-algorithms”

for situations in which “collisions are highly likely or

unavoidable” (Nyholm and Smids (2016), p. 1275).

Goodall argues that choosing a path in a crash situa-

tions is an “activity that transfers risk from one person

to another” (with the potential outcome that humans

are seriously harmed) and therefor is something which

should involve ethical considerations (Goodall (2014b),

p. 5).

To apply ethical concepts for autonomous vehicles

to enable decision-making in crash situations, the prin-

ciples have to be formalized. For that, many authors use

textbook examples to illustrate how ethics can be im-

plemented within an algorithm. An approach by Gerdes

and Thornton (Gerdes and Thornton (2016)) states an

analogy between the moral decisions made following the

ethical principle of utilitarianism and the concepts of

utility (inverse: cost) optimization (“cost optimal con-

trol”). This is straightforward because the utilitarian

principle is a way to frame ethics as utility optimiza-

tion: it targets to choose the option with highest average

utility between all relevant persons. Additionally, they

translate deontological ethics into what is called con-

straints in the cost optimal control terminology which

means that the cost of a certain predicted outcome is

determined as infinite, so that the options not having a

reasonable chance to produce this outcome are always

favored. If for all options human lives are in danger, as

it is the case for the classic trolley-problem2, deontol-

ogy ethics which values human life as the highest worth

(infinite costs), can not help to discriminate between

different life-threatening options. The approach of us-

ing simplified ethical concepts, as Gerdes and Thornton

do, generally lacks a deeper discussion on the applica-

tions and parameters and clear reasons why they should

be suitable for the driving setting or certain driving sit-

uations.

2 The trolley-problem is a classic ethical thought experi-
ment, which is referred to in the ethics of autonomous ve-
hicles. It can be described as follows: A driverless trolley is
heading towards a group of people on a track. The only chance
to safe their lives is to pull a switch which has the effect that
the trolly is redirected to a side-track where only a single per-
son is killed instead. This scenario is used to compare ethical
justifications in dilemma situation.
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Another way to approach the ethics of crashing is by

discussing ethical theories of social justice in the con-

text of autonomous vehicles. For example Leben refers

to Rawls’ famous fairness approach (Rawls (2009)).

Leben’s motivation is that the previously-mentioned

utilitarian approach is not convincing for the ethics

of crashing, especially “for dealing with trolley-style

dilemmas” (Leben (2017), p. 107). He focuses on Rawls’

second-order principle of just distribution, namely “the

difference principle”. The difference principle targets a

distribution of goods so that the socially disadvantaged

people with respect to certain criteria of social rank,

wealth or general living conditions, profit the most (fa-

vors the welfare of the worst-off people in a society).

Leben applies the principle to the distribution of harm

in life-threatening crash situations. Harm is rated by a

“single scale of severe injury, with death being the most

extreme point on this scale”(Leben (2017), p. 113). The

idea is that in a serious crash situation, the option is

preferred for which is true that the most extreme posi-

tion of a single person on the injury-scale is minimal.

A social justice approach which goes beyond driving

decisions in unavoidable accidents has been discussed

by Mladenovic und McPherson, who argue on the level

of road traffic control with self-driving cars, rather than

on the individual autonomous vehicle behavior (Mlade-

novic and McPherson (2016)). Traffic flow control is

not the scope of our approach but the arguments why

social justice is of relevance for the road environment

is useful for our approach. Mladenovic und McPher-

son especially focus on a general worth or even hu-

man right of free movement, so that the individual

needs and interests related to the freedom of move-

ment on a public road have to be distributed fairly.3

As needs and interest of traffic participants (referred

to as desiderata), they specify “safety, sustainability,

privacy, efficiency, and equality of access” (Mladenovic

and McPherson (2016), p. 1135). They argue for a hi-

erarchically distributed self-organizating system. That

means they imagine an interchange between the micro-

level (decentralized vehicle control) and a macro-level

(traffic control): “background system of rules for man-

aging such cooperation, in order to maximize the ben-

efits from self-organization and prevent system fail-

ure”(Mladenovic and McPherson (2016), p. 1142). One

practical downside of their approach is that such a sys-

tem would require a fully connected driving infrastruc-

ture with every traffic participant taking part in it.

3 “Protecting the human right to free movement while en-
suring that the opportunities to meet human needs and in-
terests are fairly distributed” (Mladenovic and McPherson
(2016), p. 1135).

Our approach contains elements of both of the two

previous approaches, by suggesting a decentralized con-

trol of vehicles based on distributive justice as it is ap-

proached by Leben but with focus on non-hazardous

behavior decisions as it is approached by Mladenovic

und McPherson.

3 Discriminating Hazard from Non-Hazard

Situations

We characterize hazardous traffic situations as circum-

stances where humans involved, e.g in their cars or as

pedestrians, have an immediate and significant chance

to be harmed. In extreme cases hazard situations are

life-threatening as it is primary discussed in the ethics

of crashing literature (see Sec. 2). All driving situations

in which the health of humans is not affected (with

a significantly probability), we consider as non-hazard

situation.

An ethical consideration of hazardous situations will

not be part of a deeper analysis because it is not the

focus of the paper. However, most people will agree

that human life has the highest value and cannot be

accounted with other values for instance property dam-

age or animal life. The democratic rights of individuals

go even further, so that there is no trade-off between

humans allowed: “the deontological character of a lib-

eral democracys normative order manifests itself partly

in preventing trade-offs when it comes to certain indi-

vidual rights and liberties” (Hevelke and Nida-Rümelin

(2015), p. 655). This principle of humanity forbids to

treat people differently with respect to their character-

istics (e.g. age, sex, bodily and mental state).4 In most
countries of the world the principles of humanity are

part of the constitution.

Many scientific approaches discussing the ethics of

self-driving cars are based on experiments on how hu-

mans would decide in unavoidable crash situations (of-

ten constructed as trolley-cases. In the experiments the

participants are usually requested to decide for a crash

option whereby the options differ regarding the quan-

tity and the personal characteristics of the people who

will be killed (so called experimental ethics (Lütge et al

(2014)) are for instance done by Bonnefon et al (2016)

or Nyholm (2018b). If the results of such experiments

would be implemented in autonomous vehicles – the

preferences regarding who ought be killed and who not

–, it would be a decision rule which treats people differ-

ently with respect to their characteristics and so violate

4 For example the results of the German “Ethics Commis-
sion” strongly stresses this fundamental right with respect to
autonomous driving (Ethics-Commission (2017)). See Luetge
(2017) for comments on the report.
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fundamental human rights. A specific critique on these

approaches is already formulated by Keeling (2017) as

well as Nyholm and Smids (2016).

We think these are good reasons to argue for a deci-

sion scheme which minimizes the possibility of fatality

without a qualitative discrimination between humans

at risk. We have to consider non-hazardous situations

differently, which we will discuss in the next section.

Tab. 1 summarizes this basic distinction.

4 Basics: Four Dimensions of Distributive

Justice

Most theories of social justice can be described by a

variation of the following four key dimensions of just

distribution.5

1. Distributive goods/burdens: e.g. wealth, education,

healthcare; rights and liberties (goods); military ser-

vice (burdens)

2. Recipients of the distribution: e.g. members in soci-

ety, future generations, global perspective, local jus-

tice

3. Characteristics of the recipient which are consid-

ered as relevant for the distribution: e.g. merit, need,

ability, guilt

4. Basis of distribution (rule): e.g. strict equality,

maximizing utility, difference principle

Distributive justice covers the allocation of social

goods as well as burdens that people (citizens) have

in society.6 The just distribution is relevant for goods

which are seen as central values for people in society.

Rawls calls the goods which are qualified for just dis-

tribution “primary goods”7, others, for example Finnis,

talk about “common good[s]”.8 Distributive justice is

mainly discussed as an ethical decision-base for social

institutions (e.g. universities, healthcare institutions)

5 Lamont and Favor (2017) presents a similar set of key
aspects (see chapter: “Scope and Role of Distributive Princi-
ples”).
6 One definition: “justice in distribution of good and

evil” in a “comparative treatment of individuals” (Frankena
(1963), p. 10).
7 “Things that every rational man is presumed to want”,

for example: “liberty and opportunity, income and wealth,
and the social bases of self-respect” (Rawls (2009), p. 54).
8 He defines common goods as “resources, opportunities,

profits and advantages, roles and offices, responsibilities,
taxes and burdens - in general, the common stock and the
incidents of communal enterprise, which do not serve the com-
mon good unless and until they are appropriated to particular
individuals” (Finnis (2011), p.166).

with respect to the distribution of material and non-

material goods (e.g. education) made under a “scarcity

of resources” (Schmidt (1992), p. 8).

A second key attribute is the scope of the justice

theory, that means for which domains the concepts

are mandatory. General approaches, for example Rawls’

theory, aim for an “overall design of the basic structure

of society” (Schmidt (1992), p. 2). These compete with

local justice theories, which highlight a high domain de-

pendency on what is a just distribution (Elster (1993),

Schmidt (1992)).

Concepts of distributive justice also differ in what

characteristics of people should be taken into account

(e.g. the members of society as recipients of the dis-

tribution). A common goal for a just distribution is to

compensate involuntary disadvantages of citizens. For

instance Cohen takes this position and states the elim-

ination of “involuntary disadvantage, [...] disadvantage

for which the suffer cannot be held responsible” as main

target for social justice (Cohen (1989), p. 916). Such

disadvantages are for instance unfavorable natural dis-

position, misfortune or bad luck.9 On the other hand,

unfortunate life situation which are seen as self-caused

should not be taken into account for a compensatory

distribution of social goods. Often it is also argued that

social merits or efforts (above average) should be worth

it for the individual and be rewarded with a higher

share of certain goods (Dworkin (1981), Cohen (1989)).

Another stream of social justice theories dismiss any

fault- or merit-dependent distribution below a certain

humanistic threshold (absolute standards). That means

certain goods for instance basic health-care, essential

food and shelter should be guaranteed unconditionally

(Nussbaum (1992), Margalit (1998)).

One central topic of controversy is the legitimate

basis of distribution. There exist three dominant prin-

ciples, which we will focus on, although there are many

more including combinations of those three.

Strict equality theorists argue for a distribution of

goods (or burdens) which leads to an arithmetically bal-

anced share of goods for all recipients.10. For instance

the vision of a society-wide basic income meets this

principle: a fixed amount of money is granted to ev-

ery citizen independent of any factor (needs or merits)

which distinguishes persons (citizens) from each other.

Another example for a strict equal distribution in the

field of transportation is the deployment of a free public

transport system.

9 This perspective has become popular as “luck egalitari-
anism” (Anderson (1999), p. 327).
10 For instance Persson argues for an extreme egalitarianism
position (Persson (2007)).
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Hazard Situations Non-Hazard Situations

Definition
All driving situations where humans have
an immediate and significant chance to be

harmed

All driving situations where humans have
no immediate and significant chance to be

harmed

Goods Human Life
The public road, i.e. the objectives and
conditions of usage e.g. comfort, safety,

utility
Recipients of
distribution

Anyone in situation of immediate risk Any traffic participant (in-situ)

Characteristics of
recipients

No differentiation in treatment allowed
Equality of treatment - exceptions could
be possible (E.g. weighting needs of an

ambulances higher)
Distribution Rule Minimizing fatalities Distributive justice

(Fairness)

Table 1 In this table we compare hazard situations and non-hazardous situations. For the non-hazard type (right side) the
relevant criteria with respect to the dimensions of social justice are summarized. On the left side, the same dimensions are
used to arrange the primary results which were argued for with respect to the discussion of hazardous situations in Sec. 3

Applying the utilitarian principle leads to distribu-

tive decisions which result in an in sum highest benefit

for all recipients of the distribution (Mill (1861), Ben-

tham (1996), Harsanyi (1977)). Implicit in the appli-

cation of this principle is that individuals or certain

groups in society can be put at a disadvantage as long

as the benefits for the majority increase.11 Infrastruc-

tural investments which target towards the highest in

average fulfillment of transport demands would lead to

a well developed metropolitan transport and omit rural

areas.

Applying the difference principle leads to an allo-

cation of goods in which the most disadvantaged recip-

ients, introduced by Rawls as the “worst-off” citizens

in society, are supported the most (Rawls (2009)). The

approach is also termed justice as fairness because, ac-

cording to Rawls, the principle provides a base for en-

during cooperation among citizens. In Rawls’ theory

the difference principle is only the second subordinated

principle for a just society. Equality as equal liberty and

equality of opportunity is the first one. With respect to

the transportation example, one could argue, based on

this principle, that people who are less privileged (e.g.

low income) should ride free of charge to allow them to

participate more in social life.

In the next section, we will focus on the difference

principle and show how it can be applied to autonomous

driving. The other two presented principles will be also

briefly discussed with respect to their applicability.

11 “Imagine a case in which the enslavement of a very small
minority population will make the much larger majority pop-
ulation very happy” (Shafer-Landau (2007), p. 415).

5 Distributive Justice for Autonomous Driving

Beyond Hazard Situations

In a driving situation a human driver or an assistant

system has to decide between different options, for ex-

ample braking, acceleration or lane-change maneuvers.

Options are weighed based on in-situ perception re-

specting various driving factors, whereby one of the

factors is the likelihood of an accident. Other relevant

forces are utility factors, for instance the progress to-

wards a certain destination or driving comfort. In most

circumstances an individual’s driving needs are in con-

flict with those of other road participants due to the

limited road space.

We argue in the paper that most decisions during

public driving are of “normative significance” (Missel-

horn (2015), p. 19). By entering the road, people enact
their right of free movement and at the same time join

a community in which the participants are part of a

shared operational space. Participating in traffic is an

interpersonal and collaborative activity. Persons who

act freely (expressing freedom) in such a space take per-

sonal risks and at the same time shape the shared risk-

space.12 The normative significance of behaviors which

limit or enable others’ operational opportunities is not

only justified by the fact that others could be brought

in to situations with higher or lower risks (which in-

fluences the chance of being involved in an accident).

Though, every behavior decision has an impact on oth-

ers’ opportunities to make use of the road to fulfill their

comfort and utility needs.

Distributive justice becomes relevant when there is

a social good/burden which has to be allocated between

citizens (previous section). For the driving scenario, the

12 For instance Ferretti argues that any “risk imposition” is
of ethical relevance even when in the end no actual damage
occurs (Ferretti (2016)).
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road can be seen as such shared social good – the in-

terrelated and conflicting objectives and conditions of

usage have to be mediated by distribution principles.

As mentioned in the related work section, Leben ar-

gues in a similar direction, but focuses on unavoidable

crash cases. He says that autonomous cars will face de-

cisions which are “morally relevant” because in case

of an accident their behavior has major impact on the

“distribution of health and survival” (Leben (2017), p.

3). He thinks that distributive justice as fairness is an

appropriate framework to align such decisions. In our

approach we address a different sphere of moral val-

ues which are also relevant in the context of driving.

Not the immediate impact on human health but rather

the expected likeliness to get into a dangerous situation

(risks) together with conflicting possibilities of using

the road are considered for distribution.13

If most driving decisions on public roads are nor-

matively significant, what are the consequences with

respect to the design or regulation of autonomous ve-

hicles? Human drivers make moral decisions in non-

hazard traffic situations: For example they give way by

accepting the extra effort of changing the lane or insist

on their right of way when they are in a hurry. From an

ethical standpoint, it is their moral right to act freely to

a certain degree, that means they are allowed to act in

a certain self-interested way. On the other hand, they

can be held responsible for their actions (for instance

when self-interested behavior is considered as careless).

Most authors argue that autonomous vehicles are

as well capable to behave agent-like but the type of

agency differs (compare: Coeckelbergh (2016), p. 752,

p. 756, Nyholm (2018a)). Nyholm introduces a useful

distinction between different types of agency which he

already relates to the capabilities of autonomous vehi-

cles. Following his approach, the most advanced form

of agency, autonomous vehicles are able to perform, is

“domain-specific principled agency” (Nyholm (2018a),

p. 1208). Being able to act this way means to pursue

goals on basis of representations which are regulated by

certain rules, within certain limited domains (Nyholm

(2018a), p. 1208).

This type of agency fits to common approaches of

autonomous driving systems: These systems are able

to represent a driving scene with its dynamics via en-

vironmental sensing and are able to make predictions

about the scene and align their behavior accordingly. A

rule-set, for instance including estimations of the value

or disvalue of certain behavioral consequences (severity

of an accident) (Jenkins (2017)), allows to decide for a

13 Leben is also aware of that and claims a more general
applicability of his approach in the conclusion of his article
(Leben (2017)).

best option.14 We will discuss this in more detail from

a practical point of view in Sec. 6.

A more advanced form of agency, which has so far

been reserved for human actors is “responsible agency”

(Nyholm (2018a), p. 1208). It contains the ability of

the actor to understand criticism along with the ability

to defend one’s actions. Additionally, these agents are

socially embedded and can be punished which means

that they are candidates for “retributive blame” (Dana-

her (2016), p. 2). As autonomous vehicles decide au-

tonomously in their domain (of traffic) they are causally

responsible for behavioral outcomes but not morally re-

sponsible (a distinction different authors come up with:

Danaher (2016), Misselhorn (2015)).

As we said before, we do understand autonomous ve-

hicles as domain-specific principled agents that means

decisions are aligned by explicit principles. Further-

more, we argued that most decisions they have to make

in traffic are of normative significance. As result of

bringing both together, we can say that autonomous

vehicles which are able to perform principled agency

should be created by taking ethical considerations into

account for defining these principles. Even more, so far

the specification of such principles lay within the de-

signers choice, it is the designers’ obligation to care for

ethics. It is part of the “forward-looking responsibility”

product designers have (Nyholm and Smids (2016), p.

1283).15

Assuming that programmers are responsible for be-

havior principles does not mean that they account for

everything which might happen when the technology is

in use. Even when one can say that autonomous sys-
tems can decide consistently based on the data avail-

able, sensing limitations and unexpected traffic situa-

tions, which are very different from common expecta-

tions, can make the behavior in the real-world partly

unpredictable.16

14 In some autonomous vehicle prototypes, behavioral deci-
sions are made by a “black-box” machine learning algorithm,
that maps incoming information (e.g. image data) to behav-
ior output based on prior training examples (Bojarski et al
(2016)).
15 In a report of the ethic-commission, assigned by the
German Ministry of Transport, the authors claim that au-
tonomous vehicles should be programmed that they “drive
in a defensive and anticipatory manner, posing as little risk
as possible to vulnerable road users” (Ethics-Commission
(2017), p. 6).
16 Researchers have pointed at a potential responsibility gap
with respect to autonomous systems (Danaher (2016), Spar-
row (2007)).
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5.1 Ways to Apply Distributive Justice to Align

Autonomous Decisions in Traffic

Since we have argued that the road is a social good

which falls under the obligation of just allocation, from

an autonomous vehicle’s decision perspective the inter-

ests (driving needs) of the owner/driver are no longer

the dominating parameters. Consequently, we think

that autonomous vehicles should make driving decisions

by taking all the other traffic participants into account.

We argued that the share of road, which individuals

can gain, is conditioned upon their driving opportu-

nities. According to that, autonomous vehicles should

take others into account by making behavior decisions

so that the driving opportunities of the traffic partici-

pants in a scene are justly distributed.

In order to move towards applying a justice principle

for autonomous driving decisions, we have to find ways

to quantify driving opportunities. As mentioned before,

three major factors, namely safety, utility and comfort

are considered. In the next section (Sec. 6, esp. Tab. 2),

we discuss in more detail which features can be used to

estimate this factors.

We think the difference principle is an appropri-

ate maxim, when it comes to the distribution of driv-

ing opportunities. At the end of the section, we will

also briefly discuss alternative distribution rules with

respect to their applicability to driving situations be-

yond hazard.

With respect to Rawls, who introduced the differ-

ence principle, for a just society it is most important

that citizens have equal liberties and rights. One basic
right of citizen is that they are treated equally in accor-

dance with the rule of law (Rawls (2009), p. 266). To

account for equality in a similar sense, we should make

sure that recipients are treated equally according to the

rules that apply for them. With respect to autonomous

driving, this could be realized by estimating the driv-

ing opportunities of all traffic participants in the same

way it is done for the autonomous vehicle itself, and

a decision is taken by equally respecting their driving

needs.

Rawls claims validity of the difference principle for

society-wide distribution of social goods, especially in

the context of the allocation of wealth and income as

consequence of participating in the economic system.

For decisions of an autonomous vehicle based on the

driving opportunity estimation, only the current driv-

ing situation and the assumed nearby traffic partici-

pants can be taken into account. This makes it a local

distribution problem rather than a society-wide one.

Though this is a setting for which the difference prin-

ciple has not been originally developed, we think it is

appropriate to transfer it.

The objective of the in-situ decision, based on the

difference principle, is that the prospect of the vehicle

with the lowest expected driving prospects among all

vehicles in the scene is as high as possible. In other

words, it will result in driving decisions in which the

worst-off vehicles profit the most and it is prevented

that high risk situations for certain vehicles are ac-

cepted for the benefit of all other vehicles.

Researchers have highlighted the danger of a poten-

tial structural discrimination with respect to crash al-

gorithms within autonomous driving (Hin-Yan (2016)).

This could happen, when the same or similar crash-

principles would be implemented to the majority of au-

tonomous vehicles on the road. According to Hin-Yan,

it is very likely that there will be biases in the prin-

cipled decisions which are multiplied when the same

principles are broadly applied (Hin-Yan (2016), p. 164).

Discrimination concerns could also be relevant with re-

spect to driving decisions beyond hazard scenarios. For

instance, it is a systematic discrimination when certain

traffic participants have a general higher likelihood to

get in a situation of risk caused by a decision policy of

the majority. This is also true, when they are more of-

ten hindered in fulfilling their utility or comfort needs.17

Applying decision rules which take the needs of others

equally into account and deciding in favor of the worst-

off, rather than solely targeting on self-optimization,

will reduce the possibilities of discrimination.

In the implementation section we will continue with

the difference principle. However, the two alternative

approaches, introduced above, will be briefly considered

in the following paragraphs.

One alternative distributive principle is strict

equality. The major goal for choosing a behavior is

that all traffic participants end up having the same or

very similar driving prospects. The conditions for re-

alizing equality are that individuals have both similar

needs and the goods which are distributed are suitable

for giving the same quantity to every individual. It can

be assumed that the basic needs (safety, comfort, util-

ity) are important for all traffic participants and similar

enough to deploy the same function for the prediction of

driving opportunities. With respect to the second con-

dition, there are concerns that for many in-situ driving

decisions, options which have very similar opportuni-

ties for all participants are not available. This can be

assumed because of the complexity of interrelated driv-

17 For instance Nyholm and Smith assume that autonomous
vehicles will be programmed to optimize their passengers’
interests: “optimally safe, fuel-efficient, and travel time-
efficient” (Nyholm and Smids (2018), p. 2).
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ing needs and the limited space of behavior options in

traffic.

One way to react to such problem could be to apply

a compensating approach. In such an approach, driving

scenes are not considered individually but in conjunc-

tion which gives room for mechanisms where disadvan-

tages in one situation are balanced out with benefits in

another scene. The challenge is that because constel-

lations of traffic participants are changing quite fast a

more global accounting system, similar to what Mlade-

novic and McPherson are suggesting, may be required

(Mladenovic and McPherson (2016)). A vehicle which is

thwarted by another vehicle in one scene could be com-

pensated by giving it way (allowing it to progress faster)

in another scene. If such a compensation system is ap-

propriate with respect to risk allocation is questionable.

A practical downside is that such an infrastructure has

high implementation costs.

The utilitarian principle could be applied in the

behavior selection by choosing the option for which the

overall driving opportunities of all traffic participants

is in sum the highest. This concept can be criticized by

referring to a concern generally brought up for utilitar-

ian approaches. In its pure understanding it does not

prevent distributive outcomes in which single persons

or groups are, maybe systematically, discriminated. An

increase of utility can be realized by supporting the wel-

fare of all recipients likewise or by supporting the ma-

jority even more and leaving some people or a minority

group behind. Applying the utilitarian principle could

result in situations where options are chosen for which

the majority receive a high utility but the minority, for

instance one worst-off traffic participant, is confronted

with a relatively dangerous driving situation.

In the following section we will focus on the dif-

ference principle and show how this approach can be

implemented in an autonomous driving system.

6 Implementation

To illustrate the practical impact of our proposed con-

cept, we apply distributive justice to a driver assistant

system for partially autonomous highway driving.18 De-

signed to provide improved comfort for everyday driv-

ing, this allows us to test our concepts in particular in

the non-hazard context.

An overview flow diagram of this system can be

found in Fig. 1 (black parts). It receives perception

18 The assistance system is an extension of an adaptive
cruise control system with behavior prediction capabilities as
introduced in Kleinehagenbrock et al (2015), Schmuedderich
et al (2015).

data from the vehicle sensors and uses the informa-

tion about traffic participants and lane infrastructure to

construct a 360° scene representation centered around

the autonomous vehicle. The core of the system is the

behavior planning module19, which uses this represen-

tation to predict likely evolutions of the traffic scene in

the future, and then optimizes up to three vehicle be-

havior trajectories (one each for straight driving, and

lane-change left and right) for each future scene which

balances costs and benefits for the autonomous vehi-

cle. The future scene is constructed using predictions

of all possible next behaviors of the other vehicles, that

means all behaviors which are not stated as very un-

likely (more then 10 % probability), based on their cur-

rent driving properties and behavior history.

Additionally, these predictions are done separately

for each possible behavior of the autonomous vehi-

cle, that is we compute how the behavior probabilities

would change, if it would select a certain maneuver.

Trajectories are generated by adjusting parameters of

longitudinal and lateral motion representations along

a cost gradient, for example as velocity-profile and the

timing for a lane-change. The costs represent aspects of

driver comfort, by penalizing hard braking and acceler-

ation maneuvers and frequent lane-changes, safety, by

rewarding sufficient space to other traffic participants,

and utility, through the incorporation of a desired speed

(for an overview, see Tab. 2).

Cost Type Driving Needs

time-gap safety + comfort
braking safety + comfort

acceleration change (jerk) comfort
lane-change comfort

preference-speed comfort + utility

Table 2 The table shows the cost terms which represent
the driving opportunities. Every cost type has an underlying
function parametrized according to regular human driving
data, for example an exponential increase of costs when the
gap to other participants (time-gap) becomes very small

Based on the results of behavior planning a selection

mechanism chooses the trajectory that should be com-

municated to the car’s actuation system. The original

algorithm for this, which we will call ego behavior se-

lection, selects the trajectory which has the lowest cost

for the future situation with the highest probability.

Alternatively, we use an algorithm implementing

our distributive justice concept, which we call fair be-

havior selection. It is required to predict the costs of

19 For technical details on the system, see Weisswange et al
(2018).
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Fig. 1 The figure shows the processing flow of the driver assistance system. Black parts are shared between ego and fair
behavior selection, red modules are only used in the latter. For the fair system, the planning module is run for every vehicle
Vx ∈ {V1, ..., Vn} in the surrounding and behavior selection is done using all individual costs, whereas the basic variant only
considers the cost of the own trajectory (Vx = Vauton.)

the other traffic participants (driving opportunities) in

a similar way to make driving quality and safety needs

comparable. For that we use basically the same orig-

inal behavior planning module also for the other ve-

hicles. The currently possible autonomous vehicle be-

havior options are used to fix part of the future traf-

fic scene. For every vehicle that is affected by at least

one of the autonomous vehicle’s behavior options, their

path costs are predicted. This is done through a full

behavior planning loop that applies the same optimiza-

tion mechanisms used for the autonomous vehicle plan-

ning. For the first four cost terms in Tab. 2 we used the

same parametrization for all traffic participants. The

preferred speed of the other drivers is not directly as-

sessable, we therefore approximated it by the maximum

velocity of the vehicle that was perceived so far. It is

not very likely that the vehicles exactly follow this opti-

mal trajectory, however, it provides us with a good es-

timate of relative driving costs between the traffic par-

ticipants. This processing is repeated for every relevant

vehicle in the influencing sphere of the autonomous ve-

hicle. Subsequently, the costs of all traffic participants

are taken into account for the behavior selection of the

autonomous vehicle. As can be seen by the red icons

in Fig. 1, we only have to adapt a small part of the

original system for this.

In the next section we will describe how this process-

ing flow represents the aspects of a just distribution of

road goods.

6.1 With Regard to the Four Dimensions of

Distributive Justice

The road environment as well as limitations of sensing

range and algorithmic processes, require a discussion

of the mapping between our general distributive justice

concept for traffic and the concrete application in an

assistance system.

The distributive good, as we have argued before,

is the public road with its objective and conditions of

usage for instance comfort, safety (inverse: risk) and

utility.

Because our system can only perceive traffic partic-

ipants in the close vicinity of the vehicle (maximum up

to 200 m to front an back), we can only consider the dis-

tribution of road usage on a local and short-term scale.

However, since our control parameter for providing a

just distribution is the behavior of the autonomous ve-

hicle, this actually covers to a very large degree the

influencing sphere of our system. Accordingly, the re-

cipients of the distribution will be limited to those traf-

fic participants (respectively their drivers/passengers)

which interact directly with the autonomous vehicle on

the local road patch. The needs of a traffic participant

are perfectly satisfied when inhabitants reach a destina-

tion in the preferred timeframe, with minimal risk un-

der conditions matching his or her preferred style (com-

fort). We can therefore apply the same function that is

used for the autonomous vehicle trajectory planning to

assess the cost that would be induced in any other traf-

fic participant.
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There exist cases, where you could argue for specific

characteristics of vehicles, that could privilege them in

the distribution of costs.20 One could also think about

including the number of people in a car, or the vulnara-

bility of a vehicle to bias the assignment of the goods.

However, we did not consider those cases, because our

sensing systems (and most current production sensors)

are not reliably able to detected these special charac-

teristics. It is anyway a topic of ethics discussions, if

the number of people or other factors should be taken

into account at all.21 From the perspective of the driver

or passenger of an autonomous vehicle it might also be

valid to argue for a special role for himself, as particu-

larly discussed for accident decisions. It could be argued

for a biased assignment based on the self-protection

right of humans. With respect to that, self-sacrifices

of individuals for the sake of others can under no cir-

cumstances be demanded. In the literature, it is under

discussion, if and how the self-protection right applies

for accident cases.22 It has to be examined even further

if in situations where no serious harm is immediate self-

protection rights are legitimate factors which have to be

considered.

We decided to use the equality principle and weight

all participant’s costs with the same factor. For the rule

of distribution we used the difference principle, imple-

mented through the selection of the autonomous vehi-

cle behavior which is associated with the minimum cost

value for the traffic participant with the maximum cost

given this behavior.

In short, our mapping of the four dimensions of dis-

tributive justice are:

1. Distributive good: usage of the current part of

the public road, which allows a fulfillment of com-

fort, safety and utility needs, inversely represented

through the cost-function.

2. Recipients of the distribution: all actors (traffic par-

ticipants are equivalent to the drivers) in the influ-

encing sphere of the autonomous vehicle’s actions

(first-order)

3. Characteristics of recipients: no special role identi-

fied – equality

4. Rule of distribution: Minimize maximum cost

among all recipients (difference principle)

The next section will present the differences in be-

havioral outcome of a self-interested decision making

20 For instances an ambulance could be a privileged traffic
participant.
21 see for example: Ethics-Commission (2017).
22 in Ethics-Commission (2017): Paragraph 9 and in more
detail in the appendix (only in the German version).

versus the fairness-centered (distributive justice) ap-

proach in an application to real driving data.

7 Results

For the evaluation of our implementation on the par-

tially autonomous decision system, we used data from

two real-world highway drives with our experimental

vehicle platform. We have selected two typical driving

situations for which we can best illustrate the fairness

effect. The first situation-type we call Cut-In and the

second Fast Successor.

Cut-In situations appear when the autonomous ve-

hicle is on one of the left lanes, while another vehicle

drives to the right in front of it and approaches a slower

vehicle, for example a truck. Fig, 2 illustrates this type

of situation. In the example the autonomous vehicle

(V1 in Fig. 2) has two useful behavior options, a lane-

change maneuver targeting the left lane and continuing

to drive straight. At the same time, the scene predic-

tion module will provide two probable hypotheses for

a future layout, one where the right car (V2 in Fig. 2)

will cut into the lane of the autonomous vehicle, and

one where it will stay behind the truck until we have

passed. Depending on the autonomous vehicle behav-

ior, the probabilities for these alternatives will change.

If the autonomous vehicle would do a lane-change, the

available gap for V2 would be much larger, and this

would lead to a higher cut-in probability. In the con-

crete situation shown here, only two of the four combi-

nation reach a significant probability (i.e. the vehicle is

not expected to change lane if the autonomous vehicle

drives straight). Therefore the planner calculates opti-

mal autonomous vehicle trajectories only for the two

dominant combinations shown in Fig. 2 bottom (color

coded).

Since there is currently no vehicle behind the au-

tonomous vehicle, the only vehicle that will be directly

affected by its behavior is vehicle V2. To take its driv-

ing needs into account, we also compute its optimal

trajectory for each of the autonomous vehicle behav-

ior options. The two available future situations are V1

changes left and V2 changes left, and V1 drives straight

and V2 drives straight.

The evaluation of the situation has shown that the

predicted costs of a vehicle approaching a slower vehi-

cle in front increase because it has to brake. The au-

tonomous vehicle has to do the lane-change to the left

before it becomes too dangerous for vehicle V2 to do

the conditional lane-change.

We will explain how the implementation of the eth-

ical decision rule differs from solely self-interest-driven
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Fig. 2 Top: Screenshot of a Cut-In scene. Bottom: Birds-eye-
view representation of the traffic situation and the behavior
options for the autonomous vehicle V1 and the relevant other
traffic participant V2

decision principles. By taking the costs of vehicle V2

into account, the min-max principle of the fairness

approach would more likely lead to a lane-change of

the autonomous vehicle. A lane-change behavior is ex-

ecuted when the maximum costs of any of the rele-

vant vehicles with respect to the lane-change behavior

is lower (min-condition) than for the alternative op-

tion (continuing straight). Considering the costs of ve-

hicle V2, caused by approaching the slower truck in the

fairness approach leads to a lane-change decision. In

contrast, following the ego behavior selection approach,

solely the costs of the autonomous vehicle’s behavior

options would be compared: Going straight is preferred

(straight driving has more comfort) even when lane-

change would be relatively cheap option as well (i.e.

because of an empty left lane).

A second scene-type, in which fair behaviors can

have a significant impact is the Fast Successor sit-

uation. It is characterized by the autonomous vehi-

cle doing a lane-change to open the lane for a vehi-

cle approaching from behind with a higher speed. One

such situation is shown as example in Fig. 3. The au-

tonomous vehicle (V1) is overtaking a truck, while a

fast vehicle is approaching from behind. Giving way by

using the next gap on the right is reducing the load to

brake for vehicle V2, but requires the autonomous vehi-

cle to slow down to fit in the gap between the truck (V3)

and vehicle V4. Applying the difference principle, the

Fig. 3 Top: Screenshot of a Fast Successor scene. Bottom:
Birds-eye-view representation of the traffic situation and the
behavior options for the autonomous vehicle V1 and the rel-
evant other traffic participants V2 and V3

behavior is selected which leads to the smallest cost for

the vehicle suffering maximum costs in this situation.

If the costs for braking for V2 are very high, the au-

tonomous vehicle is requested to brake to fit in the gap

to let vehicle V2 pass. A behavior selection which would

be solely based on the self-interest of the autonomous

vehicle would choose a straight driving behavior be-

cause the right lane-change has higher costs than going

straight.

Both examples illustrate how the implemented dif-

ference principle can have effect on behavior decisions

on a public highway – based on real data.

8 Conclusion

In this section, we summarize the results of the inter-

disciplinary approach and briefly discuss possible next

steps. We explained why ethical concepts should be im-

plemented for autonomous vehicles, not only to allow

vehicles to cope with hazard situations, but rather to

ethically align all driving behavior in public traffic.

An ethical approach beyond hazard situations is of

relevance because the road (seen as public good) is a

shared operational space where most decisions of traf-

fic participants impact the behavioral possibilities of

others. We discussed in the paper why and how au-

tonomous vehicle should be designed respecting the eth-

ical significance of the decisions they will make.
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With respect to the how-to, we argued that distribu-

tive justice can serve as ethical framework which should

be applied to coordinate operations of autonomous ve-

hicles in traffic space. In order to transfer distributive

justice into the traffic context, we reasoned that all traf-

fic participants in the in-situ driving scene could be seen

as equal recipients for distribution with similar driv-

ing needs (safety, comfort and utility). Regarding the

concrete rule for aligning the behavior of autonomous

vehicles, we showed that the difference principle is ap-

propriate to be applied here. It leads to operational de-

cisions which are in favor of the participants with the

worst-off driving prospects in a traffic scene.

Furthermore, we argued that distributive justice as

decision principle should be applied for all autonomous

vehicles. In contrast, in the scope of only-human driv-

ing and with respect to the scenes we have described

in the implementation section, it is not seen as manda-

tory for humans to drive in a certain way, at least it is

not explicitly required by traffic law.23 Unlike human

drivers who are rightly allowed to act within a certain

behavioral freedom whereby the results lie within their

responsibility, autonomous vehicles are not free actors

in a human sense. They can be rather characterized

as actors able to perform a domain-specific principled

agency. As the behavior possibilities of such agents are

aligned by explicit principles, we think it lies in the de-

signers’ forward-looking responsibility to specify them

in a way that takes the described normative significance

of decisions into account. We think distributive justice

serves as appropriate framework to fulfill this require-

ment.

Based on the theoretical justification, the implemen-

tation part has shown how the concepts of just distri-

bution becomes effective in a realistic traffic scenario.

The core element of the implementation to align with

the ethical principle is the planning module which en-

sures the equality of treatment between all participants

and the min-max optimization, which realizes the dif-

ference principle. The results show that an implemen-

tation of an explicit ethical principle is feasible for a

highway scenario and can produce reasonable driving

decisions.

23 Street regulations for example in Germany may contain
general traffic principles, which are relevant for such scenes.
The street regulation in Germany obliges cautious driving
and mutual respect and understanding as a first principle
(Paragraph (1) in the StVO - Germany). It is a vague for-
mulation but still an important principle because it allows
people to be held partly responsible for e.g. being incau-
tious, even when strict traffic law (for example the right of
way) is on their side - Paragraph (1) in the StVO - Germany
(http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/stvo_2013/).

The exact parameters which should be taken into

account and the weighting between them are both a

topic for a broader social and ethical discussion and

conditioned by the technical feasibility which is con-

strained by e.g. sensing and detection capabilities. The

four dimensions of just distribution can also be seen as

methodological framework for the future discussion of

relevant factors.

Discussing principles of distributive justice are best

thought of as a base for “providing moral guidance” for

social institutions, which can be the legal system or po-

litical or public constitutions (see: introduction of Lam-

ont and Favor (2017)). The concepts of distributive jus-

tice which are applied for non-hazardous autonomous

driving should be make use of by responsible designers

or manufactures. The approach, we have shown here, is

not dependent on a global traffic infrastructure, which

means it does not require any technical measures be-

yond the ones a vehicle can be equipped with. It is

straightforward, that a certain car-to-car communica-

tion infrastructure could help to move forward from a

hypothetical planning from a third-person perspective

to a first-person planning (every vehicle for itself) and

a real-time sharing of trajectory costs for different op-

tions for a globally coordinated behavior planning.
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